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Overview of the KBS-1 System
Investigational Medical Device
The KBS-1 noninvasive glucose monitoring spectrometer uses a low power, near-infrared 830nm laser to
measure different analytes.
KBS-1
The purpose of the Kaligia Biosciences KBS-1 device is to noninvasively measure the blood glucose
level in patients. The KBS-1 avoids the common practice of pricking the finger to draw blood for
conventional test strip-based glucose measuring.

Instead, the KBS-1 uses Raman Spectroscopy to achieve transcutaneous measurement for glucose.
Raman spectra can be used to detect molecular characteristics, including the presence of glucose in
human tissue.

The spectra are collected from the dermis layer of the skin. The dermis consists of capillary
networks that supply glucose to the tissue. The spectra contain information about all of the molecules
present in the tissue; it primarily consists of collagen, subcutaneous fat, hemoglobin, glucose, etc. From
these spectra, the KBS-1 system can extract and analyze the glucose-related changes. Then the KBS-1
creates an analytical model to quantify a person's glucose concentration.

The KBS-1 unit has a large twist-on circular probe attached with an inset optical window where a patient
places his/her hand/palm for a quick and painless glucose reading. The KBS-1 shines a low-powered
laser 2mm onto the surface of a patient’s hand/palm. The dermal layer, where the interstitial fluid (ISF)
resides, is used by the KBS-1 to measure the glucose concentration. The noninvasive KBS-1 skin unit will
be a convenient light-based glucose monitor for use in nursing homes and for people with diabetes
mellitus who check their glucose readings frequently throughout each day.
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System Calibration and Validation
1. Log into the Acquisition software using your User ID and Password.

2. Follow the prompt, “Place calibration cap on the probe.”

3. Carefully place the calibration cap onto the spectrometer probe and click “Proceed” to determine the
spectra type. If attached correctly, the software will detect the spectra type of the inserted probe type
(Skin). A spectra type icon can be seen (to confirm correct spectra selection) on the top right side of the
screen along with the user’s name.
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4. Click on ‘Skin Test’ to proceed to the next screen and FIND PATIENT. As soon as this screen is
opened, the software starts the wavelength calibration followed by polystyrene validation. The
purpose of this calibration and validation is to record any abnormality in the spectrometer. The
status will appear in the pop-up bar at the bottom of the window. Wait for validation to complete.

Calibration and Validation Process Screens
5. Calibration and Validation:
a. If successful, “LASER IS OFF! POLYSTYRENE VALIDATION SUCCEEDED” will display at the bottom of
the screen, in the green bar:
i. Remove the calibration cap and move on to the
next step of entering the patient information.
b. If Validation fails, “LASER IS OFF: VALIDATION FAILED! Please Clean
Probe” will display at the bottom of the screen in the red bar along
with two buttons to “RETRY” or “IGNORE”:
i. Remove the calibration cap.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Re-clean and dry the probe glass.
Re-clean the calibration cap.
Attach the calibration cap again and click “RETRY”.
Preceding steps can be repeated if validation fails again.
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Skin Glucose Monitoring Data Acquisition
Steps labeled (Operator) are to only be completed by the Operator.
Steps labeled (Staff) are to only be completed by the Hospital Staff.

1. (Operator) Input the new patient ID number into the first name field and proceed to step 4. If it is not a
new patient, search for and choose returning patient. Click “Next” to proceed to step 8.
2. (Operator) Click the “Search” arrow or press the Enter key; System will find the patient record or ask to
“Create New” if the patient is not in the system.

3. (Operator) Click “Create New” to create new patient.
4. (Operator) Enter the patient details into the proper fields.
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5. (Operator) Click “Save” arrow to save new patient (Once your patient is entered into the
system, the patient can undergo skin procedure).
6. (Operator) (For returning patients) Patient vitals are displayed. Click “Next”.

7. (Operator) Click “Next” arrow to bring up the Patient Vitals screen.
8. (Operator) (Optional) Fill in all applicable vitals. (Input order is situation-dependent)
a. Time since the patient’s last meal.
b. Skin temperature at the scan site.
c. Blood pressure.
d. Pulse rate.
e. Blood oxygen level.
f. % skin oil concentration. (Take vital after step 11)
g. % skin hydration concentration. (Take vital after step 11)
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9. (Staff) Using an alcohol wipe, thoroughly clean the patient’s palm and let it dry. Either palm can be
used for the diagnostic test.
10. (Operator) Click “Next” arrow to enter the Run Test screen. Enter the Patient ID in “Description” field.

Colorimeter for Palm Skin Capture
11. (Operator) (Optional) Clean and dry the colorimeter with alcohol wipe and lens paper:
a. (Staff) (Optional) Place the colorimeter against the patient’s palm where the probe will rest. Keep
the colorimeter in place until the skin capture procedure is completed.
b. (Operator) (Optional) Click “Skin Capture”. Notify the Staff when the skin capture is complete.
12. (Operator) Verify the skin probe is clean. If not, gently clean the skin probe with an alcohol wipe and gently
dry with lens paper.
13. (Staff) Direct the patient to rest their clean palm against the skin probe and remain still until the procedure
is completed.
14. (Operator) Click “Run Test” and wait until the procedure has finished. Once the procedure is complete, the
patient can remove his/her hand.

15. (Operator) For the next patient, clean the KBS-1/skin probe with an alcohol wipe and gently dry with
lens paper.
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Test Results Screen

16. (Operator) Your Options Screen:
1. Continue with current patient
2. Process the next patient
3. Logout of Patient Acquisition
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Miscellaneous
•

Keep the probe clean and dry.

•

Keep the calibration cap on when the KBS unit is not in use.

•

DO NOT look into the laser.

•

DO NOT leave the laser uncovered.

•

To cancel a running test:
 Click the Cancel button, OR
 Refresh the browser page, OR
 Log out.
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Skin Spectra Example:

Ideal Spectra Examples

Raw Spectra

Processed Spectra

Processed Spectra
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KBS-1 Items List

The following list of items are required for skin data acquisition diagnostic:

• Skin/KBS-1 Probe

•

KBS-1 Laptop

•

KBS-1 Laptop power cord

•

KBS-1 System

•

Power cord

•

KBS-1 unit table stand

•

USB Type A/B connector cord

•

Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) surge protector

•

Calibration cap

•

Alcohol wipes

•

Lens paper

• Colorimeter
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KBS-1 Skin Run Setup Diagram

Hardware Setup
1. (Optional) Plug the Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) into the wall outlet.
2. Plug the laptop and KBS-1 unit power cords into the “Battery” outlets of the UPS. If UPS is
unavailable, plug the power cords into the wall outlet.
3. Mount the KBS-1 unit into the table stand and position the unit for patient's ease-of-access.
4. Connect the power cords to the laptop and KBS-1 unit.
5. Turn on the laptop.
6. Plug the corresponding end of the USB Type A/B connector cord into the laptop and the
other end into the KBS-1 unit.
7. Click the Kaligia Acquisition Software icon on the laptop to open the application.
8. Place the KBS-1/Skin probe on top of the nose-head of the spectrometer and rotate it
clockwise until it can go no further. Using only a thumb and a finger, just tighten it
enough so that it doesn’t move/rotate during the reading; do not over tighten. When set
to the correct position, the line mark on the probe and the base should be precisely
aligned.
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Definitions
● Colorimeter: A specially designed camera and software package that analyzes the RGB (Red, Green,
Blue) values of skin tones for the KBS-1 noninvasive glucose monitoring unit.

● KBS-1: Specialized spectrometric unit that noninvasively captures the glucose concentrations of the
interstitial fluid of the palm.
● Optical (glass) window: Proprietary glass window through which the spectrometer’s near-infrared laser
passes.
● Wavelength Calibration: This calibration compensates for any potential shift in the wavelength or
wavenumber on the x-axis of a spectrum.
● Operator: An authorized user who has been trained on how to use the KBS-1 and the
corresponding data acquisition software.
● Staff: A hospital or clinical staff member who is authorized and trained for patient interaction.
● PPE: Personal Protective Equipment
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Errors You May Encounter:
Spectrometer and Configurations:
1. "No Spectrometers connected"

Self Check Errors (Will Cause interrupt in the program flow; Fail Cross):
1. "Exception limit is not defined"
2. "Null Integration Time or Laser Power"
3. "Missing or Invalid Self Check Parameter"

Self Check Alerts (Will Display Alert Screen):
1. 906 --> "Spectra Mismatch"
2. 901 --> "Check Probe"
3. 902 --> "Cap Misplaced"
4. 903 --> "Bad Sample"
5. 904 --> "Sample not Found"
6. 905 --> "Found Problem" (Skin)

Unexpected Errors:
Any unexpected/unhandled scenario or interrupt will lead to "Failed Cross"
screen.

